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MISSION: 
A Trans-Denominational movement and 

community which follows the spiritual 

path of New Thought – Ageless 

Wisdom. Looking to the ageless Christ, 

both historic and immediate, as the 

guide towards Growth, Development 

and Unfoldment, individually and 

collectively. 

 

MOTTO: 
No longer attempting to merely live a 

Christ centered life, but rather growing 

to know the Life Centered Christ. 
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Who We Are 

• Non-denominational is deceptive 
o If you look closely you can find a 

church’s founding denominational 
beliefs. 

• Inter-denominational is the inter-mingling 
of beliefs. 

• Trans-denominationalism is transcending 
o Not interested in changing core 

beliefs 
o We are transcending (going beyond) 

 
New Thought 

• We see scripture as ageless wisdom 

• Wherever you find truth; you find God 

• We do not limit ourselves to just scriptures 

• Principle set of scriptures will be the Holy 
Bible; we are re-reading scripture 

o to see if we can find a greater truth in 
the scriptures, we are accustomed to 

• Paul says find a more excellent way.  

• Life more abundantly as opposed to church 
more abundantly 
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Ageless Christ 

• The inspiration of the Christ does and has 
always transcended Jesus 

• Appropriating Jesus where He belongs in 
your life 

• From the word Christ 
o the promise is the Spirit of Christ 

being available to us 
o the Christ is the indelible spirit of 

God that inhabits human beings 
o Christ in you is now the hope of 

glory 

• Christ must transcend Jesus 

• We look to the word of Christ(historic) 

• We listen to the immediate Christ in us 
(immediate) 

 
Unfoldment 

• Potential 

• Bring to for 

• Everything you need to accomplish 
whatever you want is already in you 

• Your greatest you is in you 

• The Greek word for name speaks of 
character, the person revealed through 
actions 
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o we’re interpreting that scripture 
through a western mindset 

o Getting beyond the intonation of a 
name 

• We will no longer live in anticipation, 
but live and move in participation. 

• You are the Christ!  Becoming and 
taking responsibility! 
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PARTNERSHIP 

The Commune will not assume the concept of 
membership, but of Partnership. 

 Partnered with God 

 Partnered with one   another 

 Partnered with The Commune 
 

Partners within The Commune can expect: 

 To be welcomed by fellow partners of The Commune 

with love, patience, openness, and celebration of their 

individuality; as each individual seeks to operate in 

harmony with the vision, statutes, and policies of The 

Commune. 

 To be inspired, informed, enlightened and empowered 

through weekly gatherings, classes, webinars, social 

media outlets, and media forms 

 To be educated, coached and aided in unearthing, 

unfolding, developing, and manifesting the true 

“Christ” potential of each partner and as a commune at 

large. 

 A safe, clean environment wherein all partners and 

visitors can comfortably commune with one another and 

with God. 

 Access to The Commune’s main gathering area 

(auditorium) for special ceremonial events (ex. 

Weddings, Baby Dedications, Funerals, etc.) 
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Partners within The Commune are expected to: 

PROTECT THE UNITY OF THE COMMUNE 

 By acting in love toward other partners 

 By refusing to gossip 

 By following the leaders 
o “So let us concentrate on the things which make for 

harmony, and on the growth of our fellowship together.”    
Rom. 15:19(Ph) 

o “Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your 

mouths, but only what is helpful for building others up 

according to their needs …” Eph. 4:29 

o “Obey your leaders and submit to their authority.  They 

keep watch over you as men who must give an account. 

Obey them so that their work will be a joy, not a burden, 

for that would be no advantage to you.” Heb. 13:17 

SHARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE 

COMMUNE 

 By praying for its growth 

 By inviting others to attend 

 By warmly welcoming those who visit 
o (to the church) “We always thank God for you and pray 

for you constantly.” 1 Thess. 1:2 

o “The Master said to the servant, ‘Go out to the roads and 

country lanes, and urge the people there to come so my 

house will be full.” Luke 14:23 (NCV) 

o “So, warmly welcome each other into the church, just as 

Christ has warmly welcomed you; then God will be 

glorified. Rom. 15:7 
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SERVE THE MINISTRY OF THE COMMUME 

 By discovering one’s gifts and talents 

 By being equipped to serve by my leaders 

 By developing a servant’s heart 
o “Serve one another with the particular gifts God has 

given each of you …” 1 Peter 4:10 (Ph) 

o “God gave some to be pastors and teachers to prepare 

God’s people for works of ministry, so that the body of 

Christ may be built up …” Eph. 4:11-12 

o “Each of you should look not only to your own interests, 

but also to the interests of others.  Your attitude should be 

the same as that of Jesus Christ … who took on the very 

nature of a servant.” Phil. 2:3-4,7 

SUPPORT THE TESTIMONY OF THE COMMUNE 

 By attending faithfully 

 By living an exemplary life 

 By giving regularly 
o “Let us not give up the habit of meeting together …but let 

us encourage one another.” Heb. 10:25 

o “But whatever happens, make sure that your every day 

life is worthy of the gospel of Christ.” Phil. 1:27 (Ph) 

o “Each of you, on the first day of the week, should set aside 

a specific sum of money in proportion to what you have 

earned and use it for the offering.” 1 Cor. 16:2 

o “A tenth of all your produce is the Lord’s, and it is holy.” 
Lev. 27:30 
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Universal Spiritual Principles of Truth 
 
The following six principles are found at the heart of 
the great spiritual traditions of the world and form 
the basis of the core teaching of The Commune.  
These principles, when embodied and integrated into 
our daily spiritual practice, are a pathway to self-
realization, a conscious state of oneness with Spirit. 
 

God is Omnipresent, Omniscient, Omnipotent 
And Omniactive 

All existence is the manifest form and activity of 
Spirit.  His presence is equally present in all space, 
time, places and in all persons, as well as beyond 
time, space and manifest creation.  Ours is a 
holographic universe in which every part – that 
which is seen and that which is unseen – is an 
emanation of the unmanifest whole. 
 

God is Absolute. 
The same yesterday, today and forever, constant, 
changeless, eternal because time, space and form are 
variable, and God is not.  God is absolute because 
God is One.  God’s nature is unchangeable. 
 

God is Good; therefore, Life is Good. 
Absolute goodness is the substance, the source, and 
the supply of all existence.  This aspect of the 
Godhead is always in integrity with itself, which 
means that it cannot contradict its own laws, nature, 
and relationship to its creation.  The nature of God is 
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life enhancing, positive, upward spiraling – good in 
every way. 
 
Every person is an individualized expression of the 

One Spirit. 
Every person is made in the image and likeness of 
God and is capable of awakening to this realization 
and giving expression to the qualities of 
unconditional love, compassion, wisdom, bliss, peace, 
and creativity. 
 

The Divine Mind of God (Spirit/the Love 
Intelligence of the Universe) is the creative power of 
the Universe.  Thought creates.  Every person, as an 
individualized expression of the Divine, thinks and 

creates through the power of free choice. 
Through the exercise of freewill, each person is able to 
choose and assume responsibility for their own soul’s 
evolution.  Through this freedom of choice all things 
are made new, the past is transcended, and infinite 
possibilities are at hand. 
 
The Universe, being Infinite, is in a constant state of 

evolutionary expansion. 
We live in a non-static, ever-evolving Universe, which 
is the source of our individual evolutionary impulse 
and our capacity to expand into our fullest potential 
(which is infinite).  Each individual’s expansion 
contributes to the evolutionary progress of the whole. 
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Spiritual Practices 

The following seven spiritual practices form the 
matrix of individual spiritual evolution.  While there 
are many adjunct practices that assist in the 
expansion of consciousness, it is theses seven that 
have proved themselves to accelerate spiritual 
awakening of practitioners of the world’s wisdom 
traditions.  

Meditation.  
 In meditation practice the practitioner pays in 
distractible attention to Reality. All meditation 
techniques share a common purpose: to awaken 
awareness, another word for self- 
realization. Meditation stills the mind, 
increases the capacity to intuitively 
receive the guidance of Spirit, and opens 
the heart’s desire to serve as a beneficial 
presence on the planet. 

Affirmative Prayer.  
Affirmative prayer grounds the practitioner in a 
solid awareness of oneness with Spirit.  The 
power of affirmative prayer sets in motion a 
process of healing false beliefs that prevents an 
individual from fulling realizing their spiritual 

inheritance.  Prayer is an intimate 
communion with the Spirit in the 
language of one’s own heart.  It 
facilitates a realization of your 
oneness with God. 
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Life Visioning 
The Life Visioning process is an intuitive 
process for opening and sensitizing 
consciousness to receive the Spirit’s vision 

for one’s life which is one of wholeness, joy, 
prosperity creativity and generosity of heart.  
Visioning is applicable to all aspects of life – spiritual, 
professional, relational, communal and financial. 
 

Sacred Service 
Service is meditation in action.  As the 
realization of oneness with all beings is 
awakened, an organic, natural desire arises 
to be of service in such a way that nothing is asked in 
return because serving is its own blessing.  Being of 
service is a free will offering to the One that has 
become the all. 
 

Spiritual Study 
At every stage of growth and development on the 
spiritual path it is important to maintain a “beginner’s 
mind.” Remaining teachable acknowledges that truth 

is limitless, so there is always the 
opportunity to rise to a more profound 
level of understanding, wisdom and 
practice through spiritual study. 
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Spiritual Community 
Committed participation in a spiritual 
community accelerates our spiritual 
evolution. When individuals gather 
together to meditate and pray, their united 
consciousness contributes to the spiritual progress of 
each individual.  The community also offers the 
opportunity to cultivate patience, humility, 
compassion, and selflessness.  When we need 
encouragement on the path, the community is there to 
hold the high watch for us. 
 

Tithing 
As we mature in our understanding of the 

law of circulation, it becomes obvious that 

the sharing of our financial resources, our 

talents and skills is at the heart of tithing.  

And in grateful recognition of the teachings and 

teachers who have been and are our spiritual 

benefactors, we tithe to them to support the 

dissemination of their teaching and mission. Our 

tithing transforms us into generous beings and assists 

us in becoming more receptive to an ever increasing 

God. 

 


